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Disclaimer
This report has been prepared by Place Services with all reasonable skill, care and diligence
within the terms of the Contract with the client, incorporation of our General Terms and
Condition of Business and taking account of the resources devoted to us by agreement with
the client.
We disclaim any responsibility to the client and others in respect of any matters outside the
scope of the above.
This report is confidential to the client and we accept no responsibility of whatsoever nature to
third parties to whom this report, or any part thereof, is made known. Any such party relies on
the report at its own risk.
Copyright
This report may contain material that is non-Place Services copyright (e.g. Ordnance Survey,
British Geological Survey, Historic England), or the intellectual property of third parties, which
Place Services is able to provide for limited reproduction under the terms of our own copyright
licences or permissions, but for which copyright itself is not transferable by Place Services. Users
of this report remain bound by the conditions of the Copyright, Designs and Patents Act 1988 with
regard to multiple copying and electronic dissemination of the report.
All OS maps reproduced by permission of Ordnance Survey® on behalf of the Controller of Her
Majesty's Stationery Office. ©Crown Copyright. Licence number LA100019602
Maps reproduced from Historic Ordnance Survey material are with permission and are © and
database right Crown Copyright and Landmark Information Group Ltd (All rights reserved 2010).
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1. Introduction
1.1.

This Heritage Impact Assessment has been prepared by Place Services for Lichfield
District Council. This document provides an assessment of heritage impact for
Whittington Site SHA4 (‘’the Site’’) as referred to in the Local Plan. The location and
extent of the Site is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1 Location Plan
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1.2.

For the purposes of this assessment, the allocation area shall be referred to as ‘the Site’
and the 2km HER search area (from the centre of the Site) shall be referred to as ‘the
Study Area’. Where applicable, heritage assets outside of the 2km study area may need
consideration, notably the Grade I Listed Cathedral Church of the Blessed Virgin Mary and
St Chad (List Entry ID: 1298431) which is located in the centre of Lichfield.

1.3.

This report provides a baseline summary of the significance of known heritage assets
within the Site and Study Area, based on documentary research and a site inspection.
The aim is to assess the potential impact of a development on the significance of these
heritage assets. There is currently an outline masterplan for the Site, which is included
in Appendix E.

1.4.

This assessment follows best practice procedures produced by Historic England 1,2,3,4, the
Chartered Institute for Archaeologists 5 and is designed to meet the requirements of
heritage planning policy contained in Section 16 of the National Planning Policy
Framework (NPPF)6.

1.5.

Planning policy, legislation and guidance relating to the historic environment (see
Appendix A for detail) sets out the need to consider all elements of the historic
environment to inform the planning process, and where appropriate, measures to
mitigate adverse impacts from proposed developments.

The Site
1.6.

The Site is approximately 7.11 (ha) in extent, centred on Ordnance Survey Grid
Reference SK 15977 08718.

1.7.

The Site is located roughly 4 km east of the city of Lichfield, situated to the north west of
the village settlement of Whittington. Whittington lies on low ground through which the
River Tame and Birmingham and Fazeley Canal traverse.

1.8.

The west boundary of the Site is formed by Huddlesford Lane, which is bordered by a
low hedge. To the north of the site are agricultural fields, obscured behind dense border
planting and the land slopes up to the north to afford some views into the fields. To the
north east of the Site are playing fields, which are also obscured by boundary planting,

1

Historic England, July 2015. The Historic Environment in Local Plans - Historic Environment Good
Practice Advice in Planning: 1
2 Historic England, July 2015. Managing Significance in Decision-Taking in the Historic Environment Historic Environment Good Practice Advice in Planning: 2
3 Historic England, December 2017. The Setting of Heritage Assets - Historic Environment Good
Practice Advice in Planning Note 3 (Second Edition)
4 Historic England, 2019. Statements of Heritage Significance: Analysing Significance in Heritage Assets
5 Chartered Institute for Archaeologists, January 2017. Standard and guidance for historic environment
desk-based assessment
6 Department for Communities and Local Government, 2019. National Planning Policy Framework
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and to the east is an area of allotments. The south of the Site comprises of a twentieth
century bungalow and nineteenth century Hillfield Cottage. The Birmingham and Fazeley
Canal passes roughly 105 metres to the north east of the Site.
1.9.

A footpath crosses the Site from the north west corner to the south east, and another
footpath follows the southern boundary of the field.

1.10. A small section of the Whittington Conservation Area is located within the Site boundary,
within the southern portion of the Site. There are no other designated heritage assets
within the Site.
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2. Methodology
2.1. This report provides an assessment of the potential impacts on heritage assets arising from
a development within the Site.
2.2. This assessment has included the following:
•

Identification of any designated or non-designated heritage assets potentially affected
by future development;

•

Research to obtain information from historic maps, documents and secondary sources
relating to identified heritage assets;

•

Review of the Historic Environment Record (HER) for designated and non-designated
heritage assets;

•

Consultation of Historic England’s National Heritage List;

•

A walk-over survey of the Site and the surrounding area;

•

Assessment of the potential for known and any as yet unknown archaeological
remains to survive within the Site;

•

Assessment of the heritage significance of the identified heritage assets, including the
contribution made by setting to significance;

•

Assessment of the potential impacts, both direct and indirect (due to change within an
asset’s setting) that development (as known) will have on the significance of the
heritage assets;

•

Production of recommendations for additional field investigations or mitigation in line
with statutory requirements and best practice guidelines; and

•
2.3.

Consultation of local and national planning policy and guidance pertaining to heritage.
Appendix D presents all relevant HER records in the Study Area (2 km radius from the
centre of the Site). A map showing the Study Area and locations of the HER records is
included at Appendix D. The number references used in the text are those used by the
HER or National Heritage List.

2.4.

The relevant legislation and policy context are set out in Appendix A of this report.

2.5.

Statutory designation descriptions are reproduced in Appendix B of this report.

2.6.

The Site and Study Area were visited in October 2020. The aim of the Site walkover was
to identify any features of heritage merit. Footpaths were walked through the Site. A
photographic record of the visit was made. A number of the resultant images are
reproduced in this report.

2.7.

In order to assess the indirect impact of a proposed development on the significance of
a heritage asset, arising from change within its setting, this assessment has followed the

For further
information
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four steps set out in Historic England’s guidance The Setting of Heritage Assets7. These
steps are as follows:
•

Step 1: Identify which heritage assets and their settings are affected;

•

Step 2: Assess the degree to which these settings make a contribution to the
significance of the heritage asset(s) or allow significance to be appreciated;

•

Step 3: Assess the effects of the proposed development, whether beneficial or
harmful, on that significance or on the ability to appreciate it;

•
2.8.

Step 4: Explore ways to maximise enhancement and avoid or minimise harm.

Section 3 of this report identifies any heritage assets potentially affected by future
development and the potential for unknown/unrecorded (archaeological) heritage assets,
as well as provides an overview of the historical development of the Site and its
surroundings.

2.9.

An analysis of the existing Site conditions, based on the Site inspection, is presented in
Section 4.

2.10. Section 5 provides an assessment of the significance of the heritage assets potentially
affected by future development. To assess the heritage significance of the identified
heritage assets, this report has drawn guidance from Historic England 8 which
recommends making assessments under the categories of: Archaeological interest,
Architectural and Artistic interest, and Historic interest.
2.11. An assessment of the potential impact of a development on the identified heritage assets
is presented in Section 6, in line with Step 3 of Historic England’s guidance 9. Further
detail on the factors to consider when assessing impact, is outlined in Section 6.
2.12. Section 7 concludes with a summary of the results of this assessment and provides
recommendations relating to future development.

7

Historic England, December 2017. The Setting of Heritage Assets - Historic Environment Good
Practice Advice in Planning Note 3 (Second Edition)
8 Historic England, 2019. Statements of Heritage Significance: Analysing Significance in Heritage Assets
- Historic England Advice Note 12.
9 ibid
For further
information
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3. Heritage Baseline
Heritage Assets
Designated Heritage Assets considered relevant to the assessment
3.1.

The locations of the designated heritage assets are identified on Figure 2.

Figure 2 Map showing Site and locations of designated heritage assets
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3.2.

Designated heritage assets within the Site and its environs have been reviewed. The
following designated heritage assets have been scoped into this assessment, with
designation descriptions reproduced in Appendix B.

3.3.

The following are located within the Site:
•

3.4.

Whittington Conservation Area (partially located within the Site).

The following relevant assets are located outside of the Site:
•

Grade II Listed St Giles Church (List Entry ID: 1038868)

3.5. The following designated heritage assets have been visited and scoped out of this
assessment. They are located outside the Site:
•

Grade II Huddlesford Grange (List Entry ID: 1188040);

•

Grade II Coventry Canal Swan Bridge (List Entry ID: 1374268);

•

Grade I Listed Cathedral Church of the Blessed Virgin Mary and St Chad (List
Entry ID: 1298431): further detail on the Cathedral is included in the Site
description Section 4.

Non-Designated Heritage Assets considered relevant to the assessment
3.6. Non-designated heritage assets within the Site and its environs have been reviewed. The
following non-designated heritage assets have been scoped into this assessment.
3.7.

The following are located within the Site:
•

Hillfield Cottage.

3.8. The following relevant assets are located outside the Site:
•

Highfields.

3.9. The following non-designated heritage asset has been visited and scoped out of this
assessment. It is located outside the Site:
•

The Coventry Canal/Birmingham and Fazeley Canal constructed c.1789 (HER
Ref: 02223).

3.10. A map noting the location of HER monuments/events and accompanying gazetteer is
included in Appendix D.

For further
information
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Archaeological and Historical Overview
3.11. The information below is based on a review of the Staffordshire Historic Environment
Record and archival research.
3.12. The origins and development of the Site at Whittington, and its surrounding area, are
presented in the following text summarising the principal heritage assets within the Study
Area.

Historic Environment Characterisation (LHECZ 14 – Land around Whittington)
Summary of HECZ
3.13. The landscape of this HECZ is characterised by the historic settlement of Whittington
which has been significantly extended in the twentieth century, particularly to the northeast. There are substantial areas of medieval field patterns surviving, in particular early
small rectilinear enclosures to the south and north-west and early irregular enclosures to
the north and south. Most of the remaining landscape are eighteenth-nineteenth century
planned field systems.
Designations within the HECZ
3.14. There are 9 Listed Buildings within the LHECZ.
3.15. There is one conservation area covering the historic core of Whittington. There are no
other designated sites falling within this LHECZ.
Archaeological Character of the HECZ
3.16. The landscape of this HECZ would have been dominated by woodland until the Bronze
Age and there is evidence within the wider landscape of a small scale pastoral economy
from this period. The Trent Valley to the east of the county is an area of intensive human
activity from the prehistoric period onwards and it is likely that the river valleys within this
zone also attracted human activity and even occupation in the wider area.
3.17. Undated flint artefacts have been recorded from an enclosure to the south of Hademore
Farm which possibly suggests later prehistoric activity within the area of Whittington. A
Bronze Age settlement is recorded at Hademore (PRN 01525) while further artefacts
dating to the Bronze Age have been recorded from the surrounding landscape, including
a bronze flanged axe found on land to the southwest of Whittington. The presence of a
prehistoric settlement site, combined with stray finds from the area, suggest a focus of
activity during the later prehistoric period and therefore the potential for further sites
elsewhere within the HECZ.

For further
information
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3.18. It is likely that occupation and agriculture continued to follow the same pattern through
into the Roman period. A small hoard site is recorded within the HECZ (to the south of
Church Farm); it included Saxon and Roman brooches, Roman coins and pottery of a
similar date (PRN 03994). The coins from the hoard date to the reign of Septimus
Severus (193-211AD). While no further finds of a similar date come from within the
HECZ, several find spots and a group of enclosures are recorded to the north and
southeast respectively. The second findspot (to the north of Whittington) (PRN 03993)
includes a roman coin and associated pottery sherds. A series of enclosures are present
in farmland to the south of Hademore Farm (PRN 01535). Within one these enclosures
fragments of mortaria (coarse Roman pottery) were recovered. Taken in context, the
evidence suggests some form of activity within the Whittington area during the Roman
period.
3.19. The area may have been the location for a small Iron Age/Romano-British farmstead
exploiting a broadly pastoral/arable landscape. The clear candidate for such a site would
be one of the enclosures to the southeast of Whittington although further currently
unknown sites dating to this period could be present within the HECZ.
3.20. Documentary evidence suggests that large parts of this woodland were being enclosed
from the twelfth century onwards. Whittington was first recorded in documents of the late
twelfth century and may represent assarting (the clearance of woodland for farmland) in
the early post Conquest period (1066).
3.21. The Coventry Canal (constructed in 1789) extends along the northern boundary of the
HECZ. During the late nineteenth century a large military barracks was located to the
south of the zone on Whittington Heath. These barracks have since expanded and
continue to house and train military units into the twenty-first century. Many of the late
nineteenth century barrack buildings survive within this site.
Historic Landscape of the HECZ
3.22. The landscape of this HECZ is dominated by the settlement of Whittington. In the
medieval period it was a small rural settlement but there have been twentieth century
changes to field patterns and the expansion of settlements.
3.23. Surrounding the village in the medieval period were two or more arable open fields.
These open fields were divided into strips and the residents of Whittington would have
held a number of these scattered across the landscape. The surviving historic field
patterns to the north and south east retain the legibility of the medieval open fields in the
form of reverse ‘S’ and dog-leg field boundaries. The division of this open landscape
probably occurred during the post medieval period, possibly earlier, as Piecemeal
Enclosure. This was achieved whereby farmers made informal, verbal agreements to

For further
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enable them to consolidate their individual strips into single blocks. The piecemeal
enclosure survives to the north and south east although a few field boundaries have been
removed during the second half of the twentieth century. The pattern has been eroded
through greater field boundary removal to the south west of the village where it has been
identified as Reorganised piecemeal enclosure.
3.24. There are two areas of early rectilinear fields which have been dated to the Post Medieval
period, perhaps representing unrecognised planned enclosure. Some of these
landscapes may also have been created in the medieval period or associated with the
enclosure for the first time of unenclosed land from the sixteenth century onwards. There
are two areas of piecemeal enclosure adjacent to these. These areas show little
disturbance from modern development.
3.25. The original linear form of the village is still clearly visible in the current settlement. The
Coventry canal was constructed in the late eighteenth century and this section which
skirted the historic village was completed by 1786. In the twentieth century housing
developments extended the village up to the edge of the canal. Thus, the canal forms an
important historic feature within the village as well as providing a clear boundary for the
settlement.
HECZ Historic Assets Summary Table

Survival

Potential

Documentation
Diversity

Group Association
Amenity Value

Sensitivity

This zone has seen significant development to the
north and east but little disturbance to the west and
south
Some potential to the west and south although few
sites known and likelihood of disturbance through
ploughing
Comprises the HER data and the VCH volume.
There are few known assets. Known assets are
similar in character relating to the landscape and
historic structures.
Contains a limited range of assets although some
relate well in date.
There are some aspects of the historic environment
which contribute to the sense of place and would
lend themselves to be promoted as such.

2

1
2

2
2

There is the potential for the historic environment to 2
be impacted by large to medium scale development.

Overall Score

For further
information
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Archaeological and Historical Overview of the Site and Study Area
Prehistoric
3.26. To the north-east of Whittington there is an extensive cropmark landscape, elements of
which are likely to be prehistoric in origin. Within the complex, the HER records a
probable prehistoric enclosure and pit circle to the north of Fisherwick Wood (HER
01346) and a further enclosure and linear and circular features to the south of Fisherwick
Park Farm, which is tentatively dated to the Bronze Age through to the Roman period
(HER 01513). The complex to the south of Fisherwick Park Farm has already been lost
to quarrying activity.
3.27. Further Bronze Age settlement is recorded to the immediate east of Hademore (HER
01525).
3.28. In the area to the north of Whittington around Park Lane a single leaf shaped arrowhead,
of probable Neolithic date, has been recorded (HER 01505).
3.29. Within the Whittington area a Bronze Age flanged axe is recorded (HER 40212).
3.30. Although dispersed, the prehistoric evidence indicates a landscape that is being
exploited throughout the late prehistoric periods.
Late Iron Age and Roman
3.31. Within the Study Area there is limited evidence of Late Iron Age and Roman occupation.
3.32. A small hoard site is recorded to the south of Church Farm; it included Saxon and Roman
brooches, Roman coins and pottery of a similar date (HER 03994). The coins from the
hoard date to the reign of Septimus Severus (193-211AD).
3.33. The HER records two locations with finds of a Roman date, one to the north of
Whittington (HER 03993) and to the south west of Whittington (HER 03994).
3.34. The evidence indicates there is the potential for archaeological deposits of this date
surviving within the area.

Early Medieval
3.35. The name Whittington is believed to come from Old English and derives from the word
to mean farm/settlement associated with Hwita.10
3.36. A single Saxon Brooch has been recorded to the south of Church Farm (HER 03994).

10

"Whittington". Key to English Place Names. Institute for Name-Studies, University of Nottingham
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Medieval
3.37. Whittington was first recorded in documents of the late twelfth century which points to an
increased clearance of woodland for farmland following the Norman Conquest in 1066.
3.38. The Church of St Giles (HER 12564) has its origins in the thirteenth century, with
fourteenth and fifteenth century fabric present within the building. This would have
formed the focus for the village, which developed in a linear form along the main street.
3.39. During the medieval period Whittington was surrounded by open fields of pasture, arable
and meadowland which were divided into strips and the residents of the village would
have held a number of these scattered across the landscape. Evidence of the ridge and
furrow has been identified in the fields immediately to the north of the canal (EHER
58361) and at Fisherwick Brook (HER 04226)
3.40. To the north of Whittington lies the historic estate at Fisherwick which has surviving
medieval elements, including the potential deserted medieval village of Tymore (HER
02082), with a well being recorded during evaluation work (HER 51638) to the east of
the present Whittington settlement.
3.41. Whittington Hall was built in the early Tudor period by the Everard family within the
settlement of Whittington, forming a substantial manor house of Staffordshire.

Post-Medieval
3.42. The post-medieval period provides insight into the development of Whittington and the
Site, as a variety of historic maps depict the area within each century.
3.43. John Speed’s Map of the County of Staffordshire, 1610, is the earliest map to depict the
settlement of Whittington, labelled as ‘Whittenton’ (Figure 3). The church is depicted, as
well as the settlements proximity to a water network to the north and woodland to the
south.

For further
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Figure 3 John Speed's Map of the County of Staffordshire, 1610
(Staffordshire Record Office)

3.44. During the eighteenth century, Whittington Heath became the site of the Lichfield races
and in 1702 after they relocated from Fradley. These races were some of the largest and
well attended race meetings in the Midlands, however attendance dwindled in the
nineteenth century until the course closed in 1895.
3.45. In 1760, the thirteenth century church was largely destroyed by a fire and was rebuilt in
a Georgian style. During construction, sandstone was quarried from the Hopwas Hayes
wood to the south of the settlement. The canal which runs to the north of Whittington was
constructed in the post medieval period. The Coventry Canal Company was formed in
1768, with works starting that same year. The canal formed a vital point of trade and was
part of the route between Birmingham to London. The section to the north of Whittington
was completed by 1786 under the direction of Thomas Dadford Senior.

For further
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Figure 4 Yates’ Map of Staffordshire 1798 (Staffordshire Record Office)

3.46. By 1798, Yates’ map (Figure 4) shows the settlement in greater detail, the pattern of
settlement discernibly followed the principal routes along Main Street, Back Lane,
Fisherwick Road and Church Street. The church was shown to the south of the
settlement and the Coventry Canal labelled, enclosed the village to the north.
3.47. The 1837 Tithe Map and Apportionment (Figure 5), was the first map to show the Site in
any detail. The Site was described in the apportionment as being named Elford Hill and
set to Old Turf, under the ownership of John Holmes. A pathway appears to have
traversed the Site from north east to south west. Plot 525, a field named Back Croft, was
also set to Old Turf and was owned by William Smith. The surrounding land to the north
appeared dominated by fields, with some dispersed buildings to the south and
Huddlesford Lane separating the Site from the building in plot 526a. This was owned and
occupied by a John Greenhough and was named as being a House and Garden.
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Figure 5 Tithe Map of Whittington (boundary shown in red)

3.48. Further additions were made to the church in 1881 by Ewan Christian. Christian (1814 –
1895) was appointed as consulting architect to the Lichfield Diocesan Church Building
Society, which later led to his being appointed to the influential post of Architect to the
Ecclesiastical Commissioners from 1851 to 1895.11
3.49. The Ordnance Survey Map of 1885 (Figure 6) depicts the Site in detail, and the addition
of Hillfield Cottage within the south portion of the Site is evident. The footpath appears
to have joined the south east of the field in a slightly lower location than previously,
although this may be a discrepancy with mapmakers rather than the change in track
itself.

11

Martin Cherry, Ewan Christian (1814 – 1895), Oxford Dictionary of National Biography

https://doi.org/10.1093/ref:odnb/62459
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Figure 6 Ordnance Survey Map 1885 (boundary shown in red)

Modern
3.50. While there has been very little change to the Site throughout the modern period,
Whittington itself underwent further development throughout the modern period.
3.51. The map of 1955 (Figure 7) shows very little change to the Site or its setting, however
further development has taken place along Chapel Lane to the south.

Figure 7 Ordnance Survey Map 1955 (boundary shown in red)

3.52. Whittington expanded during the post-war period with housing being constructed on both
sides of Main Street and as infill along Back Lane and Chapel Lane. Modern development
typically was constructed along purpose-built roads and cul-de-sacs, and predominantly
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detached and semi-detached in plan form.12 Substantial development has taken place to
the south east of the Site, and a bungalow built within the Site to the south, accessed from
Back Lane.

12

Whittington & Fisherwick Neighbourhood Plan (2018)
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4. Site Assessment
4.1.

A site visit was undertaken on the 7th October 2020. A visual assessment was undertaken
of the Site and the heritage assets within it. Footpaths within the Site were walked, as
well as the edge of the Site. The setting of the identified heritage assets both within the
Site and the immediate vicinity was also considered. During the site visit the weather was
bright and clear.

General Description
4.2.

The Site is comprised of a field with vegetated boundary to the west, north, and north
east. The southern boundary is formed by some patchy vegetation and the garden wall
and rear external wall of Hillfield Cottage. The majority of the Site comprises of the
undeveloped arable field, however, there are two buildings within the south portion,
Hillfield Cottage and a bungalow at Number 64 Back Lane.

4.3.

The Site is currently accessed by three public footpaths in the north west, north east and
south corners of the field. The footpath crosses the field from north west to south east.

Figure 8 View of Site looking north

4.4.

The topography of the Site is even, with a slight slope down to the south towards Back
Lane. The land surrounding the Site to the west and north rises up, meaning that views
from within the Site are limited and stretch to the fields on these slopes.
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4.5.

Looking north west over the Site, the field which makes up the majority of the Site is fully
visible, bounded by the hedgerow on Chapel Lane and mature deciduous trees to the
north and east (Figure 8).

4.6.

From the north west corner of the Site, the hedgerow planting is visible flanked by a
grassed border of the field, with the built form of the historic Hillfield Cottage (Figure 9)
visible and the twentieth century development outside of the Site on Back Lane partially
visible to the south.

Figure 9 View south across the Site towards Hillfield Cottage

4.7.

The boundary of the Site to the west is formed by Huddlesford Lane. A footpath from the
Site meets the Lane at the north west corner, where there are views across the field and
south towards Hillfield Cottage within the Site (Figure 10). Highfields, which is adjacent
to the Site, is visible from Huddlesford Lane and the Site, and flanks the lane along with
Hillfield Cottage (Figure 11).
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Figure 10 View south along Huddlesford Lane and the western edge of the Site

Figure 11 View of Hillfields Cottage and Highfields from the Site

4.8.

To the north east of the Site (Figure 12) the line of mature deciduous tree planting
defines its edge, with some glimpsed views from the Site into the allotment and park
beyond, which includes a green and children’s play equipment.
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Figure 12 View north east across the Site

4.9.

The twentieth century development which forms the boundary of the Site to the south
east is visible in Figure 13. It is set behind a grassed bank, which is within the Site, and
the scrub and garden fences of the facing properties.

Figure 13 View south east across Site

4.10. Figure 14 shows the west portion of the Site, which comprises of wide views over the
field within the Site and heritage assets beyond. Highfields and the spire of the Grade II
Listed Church of St Giles (1038868) are visible, although partially screened by mature
planting.
For further
information
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Figure 14 View south west towards Grade II Listed Church of St Giles

4.11. Figure 15 shows the view due west, which encompasses the field within the Site and
views beyond, where the land rises to form a ridge. At the crest of the ridge, a distant
view of the Grade I Listed Cathedral (1298431) is visible. The Cathedral’s main spire is
partially visible from the south west of the Site and is largely screened by tree coverage
and the crest of the hill from elsewhere in the Site. Therefore, it is not a prominent feature
of the vista.

Cathedral Spire

Figure 15 View west towards Lichfield (cathedral spire partially visible)
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4.12. The Site extends south from the field, connecting with Back Lane through the properties
of Hillfield Cottage and Number 64 Back Lane. Currently, this portion of the Site is
separated by the garden of Hillfield Cottage, which is bounded by a high wall, outbuilding,
and shrub planting (Figure 16).

Figure 16 View south towards Back Lane across the Site

4.13. Hillfield Cottage is located within the Site, and within the Whittington Conservation Area
on the south west portion immediately off Huddlesford Lane. The cottage is orientated
east to west, accessed off Huddlesford Lane, with its garden to the south and east of the
building. The building is nineteenth century in origin, constructed in red brick in Flemish
stretcher bond. There is a later twentieth century gable extension to the east and a
modern porch. A paved garden surrounds the building stretching to the east where a
shed building abuts the boundary to the field. To the south of the cottage a grassed
garden stretches to Back Lane, enclosed by a high hedge. The gardens of the cottage
are also within the Conservation Area. Views out of the garden are limited due to planting
and its tall boundary wall.
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Figure 17 Hillfield Cottage

4.14. The late twentieth century bungalow within the Site is accessed via a drive from Back
Lane, set in a grassed garden with low hedge boundary (Figure 18). Access to the
garden was not possible during the site visit, however it extends north where it abuts the
garden of Hillfield Cottage.

Figure 18 Number 64 Back Lane
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5. Assessment of Significance
Significance Criteria
5.1. The intrinsic significance unique to each heritage asset can be defined as the sum of
tangible and intangible values which make it important to society. The significance of an
asset or place may reflect its age, aesthetic, architectural quality or fabric, as well as
intangible qualities such as associations with historic people or events.
5.2.

To assess the heritage significance of the identified heritage assets, this report has
drawn guidance from Historic England13 which recommends making assessments under
the categories of: Archaeological interest, Architectural and artistic interest, and Historic
interest, in accordance with the NPPF. These interests together contribute to the overall
significance of a place or site.

5.3.

These attributes of significance are described as:
•

Archaeological interest
There will be archaeological interest in a heritage asset if it holds, or potentially
holds, evidence of past human activity worthy of expert investigation at some
point.

•

Architectural and artistic interest
These are interests in the design and general aesthetics of a place. They can
arise from conscious design or fortuitously from the way the heritage asset has
evolved. More specifically, architectural interest is an interest in the art or science
of the design, construction, craftsmanship and decoration of buildings and
structures of all types. Artistic interest is an interest in other human creative skills,
like sculpture.

•

Historic Interest
An interest in past lives and events (including pre-historic). Heritage assets can
illustrate or be associated with them. Heritage assets with historic interest not
only provide a material record of our nation’s history but can also provide
meaning for communities derived from their collective experience of a place and
can symbolise wider values such as faith and cultural identity.

13

Historic England, 2019. Statements of Heritage Significance: Analysing Significance in Heritage
Assets - Historic England Advice Note 12.
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5.4.

Section 3 of this report has identified the heritage assets considered relevant to this
assessment. The significance of the identified heritage assets will be assessed using a
number of significance ratings to permit a quantifiable assessment:
•

High: Significant at national or international level. These will tend to have a high
cultural value and form an important element of a building or site.

•

Medium: Significant at a regional or national level. These will tend to have some
cultural merit and form a significant part of the building or site.

•

Low: local or regional significance.

•

Neutral: Has no cultural significance but is also not considered intrusive to
heritage value.

•
5.5.

Intrusive: Detracts from heritage significance.

Further to the above, when considering the significance rating of a particular heritage
asset, it is important to acknowledge the various levels of protection granted to heritage
assets. For example, the scheduling of a monument is applied only to sites of national
importance and is reserved for carefully selected sites, which creates a representative
sample of sites from different epochs 14. A building is listed to mark and celebrate its
special architectural and historic interest, and listed buildings of all grades are of national
importance. Grade I listed buildings are of exceptional interest; Grade II* listed buildings
being particularly important buildings of more than special interest; and Grade II listed
buildings being of special interest 15. Scheduled Monuments and Listed Buildings are
designated by the Secretary of State for Digital, Culture, Media and Sport (DCMS). Parks
and gardens are registered to celebrate designed landscapes of note. The ‘Register of
Parks and Gardens of Special Historic Interest in England’ is compiled by Historic
England16.

5.6.

Setting also contributes to the significance of a heritage asset. The NPPF notes that
setting is: The surroundings in which a heritage asset is experienced. Its extent is not
fixed and may change as the asset and its surroundings evolve. Elements of a setting
may make a positive or negative contribution to the significance of an asset, may affect
the ability to appreciate that significance or may be neutral.

14

Historic England. Scheduled Monuments. https://historicengland.org.uk/listing/what-isdesignation/scheduled-monuments/
15 Historic England. Listed Buildings. https://historicengland.org.uk/listing/what-is-designation/listedbuildings/
16 Historic England. Registered Parks and Gardens. https://historicengland.org.uk/listing/what-isdesignation/registered-parks-and-gardens/
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5.7.

As outlined in Section 2 of this report, this assessment has followed the steps set out in
the Historic England Guidance document The Setting of Heritage Assets 17.

Statements of Significance
Archaeological Potential
5.8. Assessment has revealed that the Site has historically been undeveloped and used as
farmland through to the modern period. As such, should sub-surface archaeological
features be present, it is unlikely they would have suffered truncation, through ploughing,
in this undeveloped Site.
5.9. There is no recorded evidence within the Site for prehistoric, Roman, Saxon or Medieval
features. However, this is more likely because there have been no previous investigations
within the Site rather than there being a complete absence of archaeological features.
Records on the HER suggest activity in the Study Area and environs of the Site during
these periods and as such there is some potential for features of significance. This will
only be confirmed by further non-intrusive and intrusive surveys.

Designated Heritage Assets within the Site
Whittington Conservation Area: Medium significance
5.10. A small section of the Whittington Conservation Area covers the Site within its south west
portion. It encompasses the land in which Hillfield Cottage and its garden are located, as
well as a triangle of land to the north of the cottage, which includes the hedgerow and
grass verge at the entrance of the public footpath within the Site.
5.11. The Conservation Area has no appraisal or management plan; however, it includes ten
Listed Buildings, of which one is Grade II* Listed (Whittington Old Hall) and the remainder
are Grade II (including the Church of St Giles). It also contains 55 properties which are
covered by an Article 4 Direction (including Hillfield Cottage).
5.12. The significance of the Conservation Area is predominantly derived from its high density
of historic buildings and rural historic character, contributing to its architectural and historic
interest.

17

Historic England, December 2017. The Setting of Heritage Assets - Historic Environment Good
Practice Advice in Planning Note 3 (Second Edition)
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5.13. Development predominantly follows the main historic routes through the settlement along
Church Street, Chapel Lane and Main Street, extending out to Back Lane, Huddlesford
Lane, Burton Road and Fisherwick Road. Development along these roads is visible on
the first edition Ordnance Survey Map.
5.14. Traditional building materials within the Conservation Area typically include red brick and
white and cream painted rendering, with properties predominantly two storeys high with
proportional frontages. Red brick walls and hedgerows are commonly found throughout
the area as boundary treatments, which abut narrow pavements. Buildings often front
directly onto the pavements also. This creates an enclosed character within the
Conservation Area, with vistas of red brick which are frequently interspersed with
greenery, contributing to the rural and verdant character of the area. A village green is
located on Main Street, providing a focal area of the village.
5.15. The Conservation Area shares a relationship with the Site, in that it partially covers the
southern tip of the Site and that its northern boundary is visible from within the Site. The
northern boundary is formed by Hillfield Cottage and Highfields, with these prominent red
brick buildings creating a gateway to the Conservation Area (Figure 19).

Figure 19 Northern gateway to the Conservation Area

5.16. The Site is considered to make a positive contribution to the significance of the
Conservation Area, as it forms its arable setting and allows for an appreciation of this
gateway to the Conservation Area. This entrance to the Conservation Area is flanked by
historic agricultural buildings which create an appropriate junction between settlement and
agrarian landscape.
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5.17. The wider setting of the Conservation Area is largely comprised of the arable fields and
dispersed farmsteads which surround the village to the north, west and south, and
twentieth century development also to the north and east. The arable fields make a
positive contribution to the Conservation Area, enhancing our appreciation of the
settlement within its rural landscape setting.

Non-Designated Heritage Assets within the Site
Hillfield Cottage: Low significance
5.18. Hillfield Cottage is located on the southern corner of the Site and is also situated within
the Whittington Conservation Area. The significance of the Cottage is predominantly
invested in its architectural interest, as a representative example of a late nineteenth
century dwelling.
5.19. The building is comprised of two storeys with a basement and constructed in red brick in
Flemish stretcher bond, with a late twentieth century gable extension to the east. The
front elevation of the cottage is to the south and has a modern porch extension. The
windows are modern uPVC; those which are within the original core of the cottage have
stone headers painted white.
5.20. The rear elevation of the cottage overlooks the Site and is a dominant feature as an
expanse of red brick with only three small windows on the first floor. The arrangement of
the fenestration at the rear of the building suggests it never had a functional or
associative relationship with the field of the Site.
5.21. The setting of the cottage is comprised of its garden to the south and east, which
contributes positively to the asset’s significance as an attractive green element of setting.
The gardens are also historically associated with the cottage, with historic maps
demonstrating its continued use as a domestic garden space from the nineteenth
century. The gardens, therefore, share a historic and functional relationship with the
cottage.
5.22. To the north of the Site, the setting is comprised of a wider rural landscape of arable
fields and dispersed farmsteads. The cottage shares a visual connection with this
fieldscape, and the undeveloped land makes a positive contribution to the cottage. The
fields, hedgerows and farmsteads demonstrate the cottage’s historic setting within a rural
landscape, at the periphery of the village. However, the fields to the north are of limited
historic association.
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Designated Heritage Assets outside of the Site
Church of St Giles Grade II Listed: High significance
5.23. The significance of the Church of St Giles (Figure 20) is derived from its architectural
and historic interest as a church serving the settlement of Whittington. The church dates
chiefly from 1761, although likely retains earlier fourteenth century material with later
additions of 1881 by Ewan Christian.

Figure 20 Church of St Giles

5.24. The church is constructed in red brick and ashlar under a slate roof with coped verges.
It has a recessed stone spire, the upper stage of which is a later addition.
5.25. The Church is of interest as its architectural phasing and styles are legible and varied,
and is of historic associative interest due to the additions made by architect Ewan
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Christian (1814 – 1895), who was appointed as consulting architect to the Lichfield
Diocesan Church Building Society, which later led to his being appointed to the influential
post of Architect to the Ecclesiastical Commissioners from 1851 to 1895.18
5.26. The immediate setting of the Church is formed by its churchyard, which contributes
positively to the church’s significance by virtue of its historic associative relationship,
within which is a Grade II Listed Memorial to the Astley and Norton Family (1038869).
The wider setting to the north is comprised of Church Street and the modern buildings
which line the road here, a car park and modern Hall to the west which make a neutral
contribution, residential buildings to the east, and open fields to the south. These historic
buildings make a positive contribution, sharing a relationship with the church as an
ecclesiastical building which serves the settlement, and fields make a positive
contribution as part of historic landscape setting.
5.27. The Church’s spire is visible from the Site, located roughly 300 metres from its southern
tip. It is visible from the field which covers the majority of the Site, and therefore shares
a visual connection. However, it is separated by development on Church Street and Back
Lane, and therefore makes a limited contribution to the Church, although does form part
of its wider rural setting within the context of the settlement. Therefore, the Site is
considered to make a very limited contribution to the significance of the Church of St
Giles. This is due to the interposing development which separates the Church from the
Site, and the Church’s significance chiefly being derived from its architectural and historic
interest as a place of worship.

Non-Designated Heritage Assets outside of the Site
Highfields: Low significance
5.28. The significance of the house at Highfields is derived from its architectural and historic
interest. The building here is shown on the Tithe Map of 1837. It is named in the
accompanying apportionment as being a house and garden with a big cowpasture in the
surrounding field. The historic use of the building is also of interest, as elements of the
building are believed to have once been a forge, and during the interwar period, it was
run as a farm and dairy.19 Therefore, the building also draws significance from the
surrounding agricultural land, with which it has a shared historic association.
5.29. The property comprises of a variety of built forms, predominantly two storeys in height to
the north and south with a single storey range between them; however, a later twentieth

18

Martin Cherry, Ewan Christian (1814 – 1895), Oxford Dictionary of National Biography

https://doi.org/10.1093/ref:odnb/62459
19

Whittington and District History Society
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century extension to the first floor along this range has altered this original mass (Figure
21). The building is constructed in red brick with black brick circular detailing on the gable
ends and surrounding the ground floor recessed arch details. Vegetation covers parts of
the ground floor level exterior. An archway is outlined on the northern elevation in black
brick, filled in with red brick. The southern elevation is painted white. Despite the later
extension added to the middle of the building, the historic form of the building is still very
much legible and appreciated. The building is significant for its historic and architectural
interest and is an attractive feature within the area.
5.30. The immediate setting of the building is formed by its private gardens, enclosed by a low
red brick wall surrounding the drive to the north and west of the building, and by a
substantial clipped holly hedge to the south, which contributes positively. The wider
setting is comprised of open fields to the north and east, which make a positive
contribution as part of the rural setting of the building, with modern buildings to the south
that make a neutral contribution.
5.31. The building abuts Huddlesford Lane, with small windows overlooking the lane and the
Site beyond. The building shares a visual connection with the Site, as it is visible from
many parts of the field and architecturally forms a pair with Hillfield Cottage, as both are
opposite one another on Huddlesford Lane.
5.32. The building draws its significance from surrounding agricultural land which contributes
positively to the significance of the heritage asset, due to its historic association
particularly with the fields to the west. There is no evidence of historic ownership between
the Site and Highfields, however the Site makes a positive contribution to the significance
of Highfields, as part of the historic rural landscape setting of the building, particularly
noting its former historic function as an agricultural building.
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Figure 21 Highfields
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6. Potential Impact of Development
6.1.

This section assesses the potential impact of development within the Site upon the heritage
significance of the identified heritage assets. An outline masterplan has been created for
the Site. As such, this assessment will address the planned development within the Site
and make recommendations to reduce harm.

6.2.

The potential impact of development is considered in relation to the direct (physical)
impacts on heritage assets located within the Site and the indirect (non-physical) impacts
on heritage assets located within the Site and the Study Area, due to change within their
settings.

6.3.

The assessment of the potential impact of development upon the setting of the identified
heritage assets has been considered using the guidance detailed in Historic England’s The
Setting of Heritage Assets20.

Heritage Assets within the Site (Direct Impact)
Archaeology
6.4.

Assessment has revealed no known activity within the Site, since the Prehistoric period
through to the present day.

6.5.

The lack of known archaeological deposits is likely to be more as a result of no research
or development previously occurring within the Site.

6.6.

If archaeological deposits are present, development will likely completely remove and
destroy them. The potential for the Site to reveal features of significance has not yet been
fully understood. A programme of archaeological investigation in advance of development
will be required either as a programme of geophysical assessment and/or trial trenching.

Whittington Conservation Area: Medium significance
6.7.

As previously stated, a small portion of the Site is covered by the Whittington Conservation
Area. There would, therefore, be some direct impact to the Conservation Area, as the plan
proposes the loss of part of the garden associated with Hillfield Cottage, which falls within
the Conservation Area. The proposed access road for the new development would cut
through the garden and the Conservation Area, which would have a negative impact on
the character and appearance of the area due to the change in land use from a modest
nineteenth century garden to a metalled road, and thus cause harm. With regard to the

20

Historic England, December 2017. The Setting of Heritage Assets - Historic Environment Good
Practice Advice in Planning Note 3 (Second Edition)
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National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF), it is considered that this harm would be less
than substantial at the low end of the scale. This change would likely result in the need to
review and amend the Conservation Area boundary to exclude the area of the garden
which would be lost.

Hillfield Cottage, Non-designated Heritage Asset: Low significance
6.8.

Although the cottage is located within the Site there are no proposed changes to the
cottage itself, only within its setting. Therefore, there will be no direct impact upon the
significance of Hillfield Cottage.

Heritage Assets within the Site (Indirect Impact)
Hillfield Cottage
6.9.

There would be an impact on the historic, rural setting of Hillfield Cottage arising from
development on the Site, to the open field and to the garden of the property.

6.10. Development on the Site would result in the loss of part of this historic context and an
irreversible change to the open and rural character of the asset’s setting. Consequently, it
is considered that any development on the Site would cause a degree of harm to the
significance of the cottage. With regard to the NPPF, it is considered that this harm would
be low.
6.11. Due to the proposed layout of the masterplan, it is considered unlikely to be able to
completely mitigate any harm, but efforts have clearly been made to minimise harm by
leaving a green verge between the cottage and the proposed road, and a larger buffer
between the road and the proposed area of housing. This will mean that there is some
open space retained between the cottage and the modern development, which would help
to retain some views from Huddlesford Lane towards the cottage and allow for an
appreciation of the cottage within an open, albeit altered, setting. It also appears that a
view of the cottage will be retained from the footpath which runs across the Site; focal point
7 will have views of St Giles Church and appears also to align with views to the cottage.
6.12. The introduction of a new road will alter the rural setting of the cottage and will mean that
it is located within an island of roads formed by Huddlesford Lane, Back Lane and the new
proposed route. The masterplan should seek to mitigate the impact that the road will have
to the setting of the cottage by either altering the layout or including and retaining
hedgerows and planting to offer screening.
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Heritage Assets outside the Site (Indirect Impact)

Whittington Conservation Area
6.13. The northern boundary of the Conservation Area is located adjacent to the Site boundary.
Both Hillfield Cottage and Highfields are positioned on the ‘crossroads’ in such a way that
they are orientated towards the Conservation Area, their principal elevations to the south,
with large red brick exteriors to the north and west elevations. This orientation provides a
visual gateway to the area and demarcates the start of the Conservation Area and of the
built development of Whittington. The loss of this arable field would impact how the
boundary of the Conservation Area and the settlement is appreciated and understood.
Hillfield Cottage and Highfields have historically formed the boundary and junction between
the historic settlement and surrounding rural landscape. The agricultural use has also
reinforced this link and transition in context as one enters the Conservation Area.
Development of the Site would erode this experience and appreciation.
6.14. The addition of a new adjoining road on Huddlesford Lane through the Site, which would
connect to Back Lane, would impact the setting of the Conservation Area and would detract
emphasis from the historic route into the settlement. With regard to the NPPF, this harm
would be less than substantial.
6.15. The historic lane which leads to the Conservation Area is currently quiet and provides views
towards the Conservation Area. This would be impacted by higher levels of vehicular travel,
which would affect the noise levels of the area and visually impact the gateway of the
Conservation Area. This experience would likely detract from the ability to appreciate the
rural approach to the village and Conservation Area.
6.16. The masterplan appears to have provided some minimisation of this impact through leaving
a triangle of open land to the south west corner (labelled as 3 on the masterplan), which
should help to retain views south towards the historic buildings which mark the boundary
of the Conservation Area. This buffer should be retained to ensure the proposed buildings
are set back from the lane edge. The hedge border along Huddlesford Lane should be
retained in order to preserve the historic character of the Lane as it leads into the
Conservation Area, and to retain views towards the Conservation Area.

Highfields
6.17. The proposed development would impact the historic, rural setting of Highfields. The
undeveloped open character of the field forms part of the historic rural setting of Highfields,
which would be lost through development. This would likely cause a low level of harm to
the non-designated heritage asset, as it would impact how it is appreciated within an
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agricultural setting on the northern boundary of the village settlement, losing the ability to
appreciate an agricultural building from an agrarian landscape.

Church of St Giles, Grade II Listed
6.18. The Church, although visible from the Site, is separated by two streets of housing and does
not share any historic relationship with the Site. Nor is the Site visible from the Church. It
is therefore considered that any potential development on the Site would not adversely
impact upon the significance of the heritage asset.
6.19. Views of the church spire from the Site are incidental and not considered to contribute to
the asset’s significance, however they are fortuitous and there is potential to retain some
views from the Site to preserve the visual connection.

Summary of Impact
6.20. This assessment has revealed no known archaeological activity within the Site, however,
the potential for the Site to reveal features of significance has not yet been fully understood.
A programme of archaeological investigation in advance of development will be required
either as a programme of geophysical assessment and/or trial trenching.
6.21. The character and appearance of Whittington Conservation Area would be adversely
impacted by development on the Site, due to impact to the northern boundary and gateway
to the Conservation Area. Some efforts have been made to minimise this harm through the
retention of an open triangular space flanking Huddlesford Lane which will retain some of
the existing character of the area, and harm may be further minimised through sensitive
masterplanning. It is considered that harm would be less than substantial with regard to
the NPPF.
6.22. The significance of Hillfield Cottage would be adversely impacted by the proposed
development. Development would result in the loss of part of the historic rural context of
the listed building and an irreversible change to the character of this part of the heritage
asset’s setting, which would cause harm to its significance.
6.23. The significance of Highfields would also be impacted to some degree through the loss of
part of the agricultural setting of this historic building, from which it draws some of its
significance.
6.24. There would be no impact upon the Grade II Listed Church of St Giles, however there is
potential for views of the Church to be retained.
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7. Conclusions and Recommendations
7.1

This Heritage Impact Assessment has been prepared by Place Services for Lichfield
District Council. This document provides an assessment of heritage impact for Site
SHA4 (‘’the Site’’) as referred to in the Local Plan.

7.2

Designated heritage assets within the Site and its environs have been reviewed. The
following heritage assets have been scoped into this assessment:

7.3

7.4

•

Whittington Conservation Area

•

Hillfield Cottage (Non-designated heritage asset)

The following are located outside the Site:
•

Grade II Listed Church of St Giles (List Entry ID: 1038868)

•

Highfields (Non-designated heritage asset)

There are a number of archaeological features recorded on Historic Environment
Record within the 2km Study Area which have been considered in this assessment.
Heritage assets which were visited and scoped out of the assessment are:
•

Grade II Huddlesford Grange (List Entry ID 1188040)

•

Grade II Coventry Canal Swan Bridge (List Entry ID 1374268)

•

Grade I Listed Cathedral Church of the Blessed Virgin Mary and St Chad (List
Entry ID 1298431)

7.5

The historic assessment has found that the Site has historically been open agricultural
fields until the addition of Hillfield Cottage to the south of the Site in the late nineteenth
century.

7.6

A masterplan for the Site has been created and as such, this assessment has
addressed the proposed development within the Site and made recommendations to
reduce harm.

7.7

Assessment has revealed there would be no impact on the significance of the Grade II
Listed Church of St Giles, and low levels of harm to the special interest of Whittington
Conservation Area along with a direct impact to the Conservation Area, and Hillfield
Cottage and Highfields through indirect impact. The harm has been somewhat
minimised within the masterplan through the retention of open space along Huddlesford
Lane to preserve the character of the historic buildings in this location and the
Conservation Area and the creation of views from the public footpath towards Hillfield
Cottage and the Church of St Giles. Direct impact to the Conservation Area will cause
less than substantial harm by introducing a negative/neutral feature within the area.
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7.8

In summary, the development of this Site will cause low levels of less than substantial
harm, and although these cannot be fully mitigated, the masterplan demonstrates that
they have sought to be minimised and there is potential for careful masterplanning to
further minimise harm.

Recommendations
7.9

It is recommended that the completion of an archaeological evaluation via geophysical
survey and/or trial trenching will be required to define the archaeological potential of the
Site.

7.10

It is recommended that the masterplan retains its approach to set back development
from Huddlesford Lane in order to preserve some of the green space and rural character
which surrounds the Conservation Area, Hillfield Cottage and Highfields. It is advised
that hedgerows be retained.

7.11

The intersection caused by the additional road will impact the character of the area and
our appreciation of the historic road layout. Therefore, it is recommended that the
addition of the junction onto Huddlesford Lane is reconsidered, and a single access to
the south of the Site is retained, so as not to detract from the gateway to the
Conservation Area.

7.12

It is recommended that views towards the Church are retained where possible through
sensitive design; the masterplan demonstrates that this has been considered, with
Design Principle 7 providing a focal point with views of St Giles Church. It is
recommended that this approach is maintained and views are preserved through
masterplanning.
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Appendices A: Legislation & Policy
National Planning Policy Framework
The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) sets out the Government’s national planning
policies, including those on the conservation of the historic environment. The NPPF covers all
aspects of the historic environment and heritage assets, including Designated Assets (World
Heritage Sites, Scheduled Monuments, Listed Buildings, Protected Wreck Sites, Conservation
Areas, Registered Parks and Gardens and Registered Battlefields) and non-designated assets.
The NPPF draws attention to the benefits that conserving the historic environment can bring to
the wider objectives of the NPPF in relation to sustainability, economic benefits and placemaking (Paragraph 185).
The NPPF states that the significance of heritage assets (including their settings) should be
identified, described and impact of the proposal on the significance of the asset should be
assessed. The planning application should include sufficient information to enable the impact of
proposals on significance to be assessed, and thus where desk-based research is insufficient to
assess the impact, field evaluation may also be required. The NPPF identifies that the
requirements for assessment and mitigation of impacts on heritage assets should be
proportionate to their significance and the potential impact (Para 189).
The NPPF sets out the approach that local authorities should adopt in assessing development
proposals within the context of applications for development of both designated and nondesignated assets. Great weight should be given to the conservation of designated heritage
assets, and harm or loss to significance through alteration or destruction should require clear
and convincing justification. Substantial harm to or loss of a Grade II listed building, Registered
Parks & Gardens should be exceptional. Substantial harm to or loss of designated heritage
assets of the highest significance, notably scheduled monuments, protected wreck sites,
battlefields, Grade I and II* listed buildings, Grade I and II* Registered Parks & Gardens, and
World Heritage Sites, should be wholly exceptional (Para 194). Additional guidance is given on
the consideration of elements within World Heritage Sites and Conservation Areas (Para 200
and 201).
Where there is substantial harm to or total loss of significance of a designated heritage asset a
number of criteria must be met alongside achieving substantial public benefits (Para 195).
Where there is less than substantial harm the harm should be weighed against the public
benefits of the development (Para 196). Balanced judgements should be made when weighing
applications that affect non-designated heritage assets (Para 197). The NPPF also makes
provision to allow enabling development (Para 202) and allowing development which enhances
World Heritage Sites and Conservation Areas (Para 200).
Where loss of significance as a result of development is considered justified, the NPPF includes
provision to allow for the recording and advancing understanding of the asset before it is lost in
a manner proportionate to the importance and impact. The results of these investigations and
the archive should be made publicly accessible. The ability to record evidence should not
however be a factor in deciding whether loss should be permitted (Para 199).
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Appendices B: Designation Descriptions
Designation Descriptions

Church of St Giles Grade II Listed (1038868)
Parish church. Mostly 1761 retaining some earlier, probably C14 material, with additions of 1881
by Ewan Christian. Red brick and ashlar; slate roof with coped verges. West tower with diagonal
buttresses; vestry projection to the south and stair projection to the north, four-bay nave, two-bay
chancel.
West tower: C14 and later two stages with crenellated parapet and recessed stone spire, the
upper stage is marked by a string course and is a later addition to the tower; west doorway with
segmental head, seemingly a C19 or C20 insertion encroaching on the base of a pointed window
with Y-tracery, restored; pointed belfry openings with Y-tracery. C18 north stair projection has a
large pointed north window with Y-tracery, also on the north wall a tablet to Robert Newman, died
1774, with segmental pediment, the inscription is recut. C20 south projection has a four-centred
arch south window with Y-tracery.
Nave: 1761; coved eaves band and buttresses to the east end, tall pointed windows with Ytracery; two wall tablets, one above the other to Nigel Neville, died 1817 and to Anne and John
Newville, died 1801 and 1811; surmounted by an urn.
Chancel: 1881; south side has a central pointed door, flanked by two pointed windows, the
western window has two trefoil-headed lights with a single reticulation above, the eastern one has
one trefoil-headed light with a trefoil over, one north window similar to the south-eastern one,
pointed east window of three trefoil headed lights and reticulated tracery.
Interior: western gallery, now housing the organ, panelled wood, pointed and double chamfered
chancel arch, the inner order springs from corbelled engaged columns with moulded capitals;
king-post roof over the nave, curved wind braces, two pairs of purlins and ridge piece.
Fittings: font or circa 1878 with colonettes to each corner of the pedestal., octagonal basin with
quatrefoil panels; good oak pulpit of 1678 on a barley-sugar twist column, octagonal with carved
and panelled sides and canopy with egg and dart moulding and carved cherubs; C17 oak chair
in the chancel; wainscotting to nave and chancel.
Monuments. Chancel: wall plaque to Matthias and Sarah Astley, died 1729 and 1743, open
pediment surmounted by an urn. Nave, south wall: bracketed aedicule to Zacharius Babington,
died 1688, Corinthian columns, diminutive semi-circular pediment carved with foliage and
containing a coat of arms; aedicule to Theophilas and Mary Levette, died 1746 and 1734, and
two children, Theophilus, died 1726 and Elizabeth, died 1754, fluted brackets, plain pilasters,
open semi circular pediment surmounted by a heraldic shield and flanked by urns spouting flame;
bracketed plaque to Thomas Levett, died 1843, surmounted by an open book; plaque to John
Levett, died 1799, Richard Levett, died 1802, Thomas Levett, died 1820, Catherine Levett, died
1810, Ann Levett, died 1841, surmounted by an obelisk and by an urn spouting flame; bracketed
plaque to Ann Levett, died 1765, pediment surmounted by obelisk and urn. Nave north wall:
bracketed plaque to Arthur Astley, died 1742, flanked by scrolls, bracketed, broken pediment
surmounted by an urn; plaque to Richard and Elizabeth White, died 1724, and Sarah White died
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1747; tablet to Thomas Brudenell, died 1670. Stained glass fragments of C15 glass in north and
south chancel windows; good east window depicting the crucifixion, mediocre window in the nave.
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Appendices C: Glossary
Archaeological interest

There will be archaeological interest in a heritage asset if it holds, or
potentially may hold, evidence of past human activity worthy of expert
investigation at some point. Heritage assets with archaeological interest are
the primary source of evidence about the substance and evolution of places,
and of the people and cultures that made them.

Conservation (for heritage policy)

The process of maintaining and managing change to a heritage asset in a
way that sustains and, where appropriate, enhances its significance.

Designated heritage asset

A World Heritage Site, Scheduled Monument, Listed Building, Protected
Wreck Site, Registered Park and Garden, Registered Battlefield or
Conservation Area designated under the relevant legislation.

Heritage asset

A building, monument, site, place, area or landscape identified as having a
degree of significance meriting consideration in planning decisions, because
of its heritage interest. Heritage asset includes designated heritage assets
and assets identified by the local planning authority (including local listing).

Historic environment

All aspects of the environment resulting from the interaction between people
and places through time, including all surviving physical remains of past
human activity, whether visible, buried or submerged, and landscaped and
planted or managed flora.

Historic environment record

Information services that seek to provide access to comprehensive and
dynamic resources relating to the historic environment of a defined
geographic area for public benefit and use.

Setting of a heritage asset

The surroundings in which a heritage asset is experienced. Its extent is not
fixed and may change as the asset and its surroundings evolve. Elements of
a setting may make a positive or negative contribution to the significance of
an asset, may affect the ability to appreciate that significance or may be
neutral.

Significance (for heritage policy)

The value of a heritage asset to this and future generations because of its
heritage interest. That interest may be archaeological, architectural, artistic
or historic. Significance derives not only from a heritage asset’s physical
presence, but also from its setting.
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Summary catalogue of HER sites within the Study Area:

HER No.
01129

Site Name
Fisherwick Hall

Period
Post Medieval

01130

Ha Ha, Fisherwick Park
Farm

Post Medieval

01346

Cropmark Features,
North-West of Fisherwick
Wood, Fisherwick

Prehistoric,
Medieval and
Post Medieval

01505

Arrowhead Findspot,
Park Lane, Whittington

Mesolithic to
Bronze Age

01513

Cropmarks, Fisherwick
Park Farm, Fisherwick

Bronze Age to
Romand

02082

Tymore Deserted
Settlement

Medieval

03030

Hademore House
Bridge, Coventry Canal,
Fisherwick
Whittington Bridge,
Coventry Canal,
Whittington
Noddington Bridge,
Coventry Canal,
Whittington
Passes Bridge,
Coventry Canal,
Whittington
Swan Bridge, Coventry
Canal, Whittington

Post Medieval

Cheadle's Bridge,
Coventry Canal,
Whittington
Bowman's Bridge,
Coventry Canal,
Whittington

Post Medieval

03031

03033

03034

03035

03036

03037

For further
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Post Medieval

Post Medieval

Post Medieval

Post Medieval
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Summary
The site of Fisherwick Hall. The original
hall was of timber-framed construction
however this was demolished in 1766 to
make way for a stone built house
completed in 1774. This too had been
demolished by the early 19th century.
The earthwork remains of a ha ha
enclosing the garden to Fisherwick Park
Farm.
A possible prehistoric enclosure and pit
circle (or ring ditch) identified as cropmarks
on aerial photography in the area to the
north of Fisherwick Wood. Other linear
features identified as post-medieval field
boundaries, have also been mapped in this
area, although include at least one thought
to be of possible medieval origin.
A prehistoric leaf shaped flint arrowhead,
recorded to have been found in the Park
Lane area of Whittington.
An enclosure, linear and circular features
(including a possible track way) identified
as cropmarks in the area to the south of
Fisherwick Park Farm. The enclosure may
be of Late Prehistoric or Roman date. This
area has now been quarried and no
evidence of these features is likely to
survive.
The suggested location of the deserted
settlement of Tymore. Cropmarks
identified in this area may represent the
remains of the former settlement.
An accommodation bridge spanning the
Coventry Canal at Fisherwick. Built
c.1789.
An accommodation bridge on the
Coventry Canal at Whittington. Built
c.1789.
An accommodation bridge spanning the
Coventry Canal at Whittington. Of
probable late 18th century or later date.
An accommodation bridge spanning the
Coventry Canal at Whittington. Built
c.1789.
A listed(LB 1374268 – Grade II) late 18th
century canal bridge of red brick
construction, comprising of a single arch
carrying the Burton Road over the
Coventry Canal at Whittington.
An accommodation bridge spanning the
Coventry Canal at Whittington. Built
c.1789.
An bridge carrying Huddlesford Lane over
the Coventry Canal at Whittington.
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03038

Huddlesford Junction,
Coventry Canal / Wyrley
and Essington Canal,
Whittington

Post Medieval

03039

Huddlesford Bridge,
Whittington

Post Medieval

03728

Bunnins Mill /
Whittington Mill, South
of Capper's Lane,
Whittington

Post Medieval

03993

Roman Coin Findspot,
Whittington
Roman and Saxon
Finds, Whittington

Roman

04223

Quarry Pit, East of
Whittington

Post Medieval

04224

Enclosures, West of the
Rookery, Fisherwick

Bronze Age to
Roman

04226

Ridge and Furrow and
Field Boundary,
Fisherwick Brook,
Whittington

Medieval and
Post Medieval

12552

Farmhouse, Fisherwick
Park Farm, Fisherwick
Park

Post Medieval

12553

Farmhouse, Woodhouse
Farm, Fisherwick Park

Post Medieval

12554

Fisherwick Hall Gate
Piers (Site Of)

Post Medieval

03994

For further
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The junction of the Coventry Canal and
the Wyrley and Essington Canal. Two
canal footbridges and a possible canal
workers cottage (named 'Canal House' are
situated at the junction.
An accommodation bridge spanning the
Coventry Canal at Whittington. Built
c.1787.
The site of a mill to the south of Capper's
Lane, Whittington, which was extant by
the late 18th century. Originally named as
'Bunnins Mill', it was operating as a flour
mill during the 19th and 20th century,
although by 1902 had been renamed
'Whittington Mill'. A mill pond lay to the
west of the mill complex.
A Roman coin and pottery sherds found
north of Whittington in 1987.
Roman finds including pottery, brooches
and a coin of late 2nd or early 3rd century
AD date, along with a brooch of Saxon
date, recorded to have been found in the
Whittington area in the late 1980s.
Cropmark features identified on aerial
photography, originally interpreted as
probable late prehistoric enclosure, but
now thought more likely to relate to the
site of a quarry pit identified from early
19th century mapping.
An enclosure with internal features with a
second, adjoining enclosure to the northwest, identified as a cropmark on aerial
photography. Considered to be of
probable late prehistoric or Roman date.
Linear features are also recorded in this
area.
The earthwork remains of medieval ridge
and furrow (probably now ploughed out,
and a linear feature seen as a cropmark
and interpreted as a probable former field
boundary.
A listed (LB 1295020 – Grade II), whitepainted brick farmhouse of circa 1770,
possibly by Capability Brown. The house
includes windows inserted in circa 1810,
which may have been reused from the
demolished Fisherwick Hall.
A listed (LB 1038906 – Grade II) early
18th century farmhouse, formerly part of
the Fisherwick Hall estate.
The original site of a pair of listed, late
18th or early 19th century gate piers,
which once flanked the Hademore Drive
entrance to Fisherwick Hall. A survey of
the piers prior to their relocation in 2007
identified 19th and early 20th century
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12563

graffiti. The gate piers are now located to
the south of the railway (See PRN 52996)
A listed (LB1374267 – Grade II) early 19th
century red brick farmhouse with a tiled
roof.
A listed red brick church of largely 18th
century date. The church is suggested to
be of 13th century foundation and retains
elements of 14th and 15th century fabric.
A listed (LB 1038869 – Grade II) late 18th
century chest tomb to the Astley and
Norton families, located within the grounds
of the Church of Saint Giles, Whittington.

Church Farmhouse,
Church Street,
Whittington
Church of St Giles,
Church Street,
Whittington

Post Medieval

12565

Astley and Norton
Family Memorial,
Church of Saint
Giles, Whittington

Post Medieval

12567

Whittington Old Hall,
Whittington

Medieval and
Post Medieval

12568

Gate Piers and Attached
Wall, Whittington Old
Hall

Post Medieval

12569

Whittington House and
Elswick House,
Fisherwick Road,
Whittington

Post Medieval

12570

Former Stables, Elswick
House, Whittington

Post Medieval

12571

Tudor Cottage, The
Green, Whittington

Post Medieval

12572

Whittington Lodge, The
Green, Whittington

Post Medieval

12573

Huddlesford Grange,
Huddlesford Lane,
Whittington

Post Medieval

An early 18th century Grade II Listed
farmhouse (LB 1188040 – Grade II) of red
brick, with a tiled roof.

20710

Ridge and Furrow,
Whittington

Medieval

40212

Bronze Flanged Axe
Findspot, Whittington

Bronze Age

50318

Coach House,
Fisherwick Park Farm,
Fisherwick Park

Post Medieval

50319

Stables, Fisherwick Park
Farm, Fisherwick Park

Post Medieval

The earthwork remains of medieval ridge
and furrow identified on aerial
photography from the mid-20th century.
The survival of the earthworks is unclear.
The head of a bronze flanged axe found
near Whittington. (Possibly found circa
1987).
A listed (LB 1295020 – Grade II) former
coach house attached to the farmhouse
and former stable block at Fisherwick Hall
Park, built in circa 1770 by Capability
Brown. The coach house is of two storeys
with central carriage entrance.
The listed former stable block attached to
the farmhouse and former coach house, at

12564
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A brick built house of 17th century date,
which may be a remodelling of an earlier,
medieval building.
The listed (LB1374269 – Grade II) late
17th century red brick walls and attached
ashlar gate piers which formerly flanked
an entrance to the grounds of Whittington
Old Hall.
A listed (LB 1038871 – Grade II) early
18th century house of red brick
construction with a tiled roof. The house is
now divided into two with the main house
(Whittington House) to the east and the
services (Elswick House) to the west.
A listed (LB 1038872 – Grade II) early to
mid-18th century stable block north-west
of Elswick House. The stables are of red
brick with a tiled roof and have now been
converted into a garage.
A listed (LB1374270 – Grade II) 17th
century timber-framed house, partly rebuilt
and extended in brick.
A listed (LB 1038873 – Grade II) mid-18th
century house of red brick with a tiled roof.
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50322

Walled Garden,
Woodhouse Farm,
Fisherwick Park

Post Medieval

51638

Possible Medieval Well,
Fisherwick

Medieval

51640

Linear Ditches,
Fisherwick, King's
Bromley

Unknown

51828

Fisherwick Park Farm,
Fisherwick Park

Post Medieval

51942

Field Boundary,
Fisherwick

Post Medieval

51943

Wood Bank, Fisherwick

Post Medieval

52996

Fisherwick Hall Gate
Piers

Post Medieval

53160

Woodhouse Farm,
Fisherwick

Post Medieval

54381

Silver Thimble Findspot,
Whittington

Post Medieval

54777

The Old School, Main
Street, Whittington

Post Medieval

54778

Free School, Whittington

Post Medieval

55372

Linear Features, East of
Burton Road,
Whittington

Unknown and
Medieval

56722

Former School, Church
Street, Whittington

Post Medieval
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Fisherwick Hall Park Farm, built in circa
1770 by Capability Brown.
A late 18th century walled garden (LB
1038906 – Grade II) to the south and west
of Woodhouse Farm, which once formed
part of the Fisherwick Estate.
The remains of a probable medieval well,
possibly associated with the nearby
deserted medieval settlement of Tymore,
identified during an archaeological
evaluation at Fisherwick in January 2006.
Several undated linear ditches, possibly
associated with the nearby deserted
medieval village at Fisherwick, identified
during an archaeological evaluation (trial
trenching) at Fisherwick in January 2006.
A mid eighteenth century model farm
around Fisherwick Hall, once forming part
of the estate of Lord Donegal.
The remains of a post-medieval field
boundary identified during and
archaeological evaluation.
A linear feature identified during an
archaeological evaluation, which is
interpreted as the possible remains of
former southern boundary of a plantation
referred to as 'Hademore Belt'.
A pair of listed (LB 1784/12/094 – Grade
II), late 18th or early 19th century gate
piers, which once flanked the Hademore
Drive entrance to Fisherwick Hall Park. A
survey of the piers prior to their relocation
to this site in 2007 identified 19th and
early 20th century graffiti. The gate piers
were originally located to the north of the
railway (See PRN 12554).
An isolated, dispersed farmstead, which
was probably established in the early 17th
century.
A silver thimble of possible 17th century
date, recovered during metal detecting in
Whittington parish in March 2011.
A listed village school erected by
Lieutenant Colonel Dyott in 1864. The late
Gothic style school is of red brick with blue
brick diapering and a fishscale tile roof. It
was originally built as a school for girls
and infants.
A Free School at Whittington was founded
in 1741 by Sarah Neal, of Lichfield.
Parallel linear features identified on aerial
photography to the east of Burton Road,
Whittington, in an area of previously
recorded ridge and furrow earthworks.
A former school built in the 19th century.
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56723

Congregational Chapel,
Chapel Lane,
Whittington

Post Medieval

A congregational chapel dating to the 19th
century, identified on historic mapping
along Chapel Lane, Whittington.

58361

Ridge and Furrow,
Burton Road,
Whittington

Medieval

58500

Fisherwick Dairy Farm,
Fisherwick Hall Park,
Fisherwick

Post Medieval

58501

Site of Icehouse,
Icehouse Plantation,
Fisherwick Park

Post Medieval

59376

Whittington War
Memorial, Junction of
Church Street and Main
Street, Whittington

Modern

60833

Dagger Findspot,
Whittington

Medieval

60834

Coin Findspot,
Whittington

Medieval

60836

Coin Findspot,
Whittington

Post Medieval

60837

Coin Findspot,
Whittington

Post Medieval

The faint earthwork remains of ridge and
furrow, evidence for medieval and later
ploughing, visible on aerial photography
off Burton Road, north of Whittington.
A farmstead probably built in the early
19th century to serve Fisherwick Hall. The
farmstead was laid out around a regular
courtyard with attached farmhouse and
additional detached outbuilding ranges. It
is still extant though appears to have been
converted to domestic use.
The site of an icehouse, marked on
historic mapping as standing within a
former plantation within Fisherwick Park.
The icehouse was constructed to serve
Fisherwick Hall.
A listed (LB 1462073 – Grade II) granite
cross pattee erected as a memorial to 19
former pupils of the local school at
Whittington who lost their lives in the First
World War. The memorial was erected in
April 1924 within a railed enclosure next to
the former village school. The names of
the men of Whittington who died in the
Second World War were added later.
A complete cast copper alloy guard from a
quillon dagger of probable 13th-14th
century date, recovered during metal
detecting in Whittington Parish before
October 2008.
A silver halfgroat of Edward III (13271377), recovered during metal detecting in
Whittington parish before October 2008.
A complete silver Commonwealth
halfgroat (dated 1649-1660), recovered
during metal detecting n Whittington
parish in December 2010.
A silver halfgroat of Charles I, with a
triangular initial mark (which dates from
1639-1640), recovered during metal
detecting in Whittington parish in October
2008.
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Appendices E: Masterplan
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